Characters:

Max: 11-12 year old boy; older brother of Maddie; avid skateboarder
Maddie: 5-6 year old girl; younger sister of Max; owner of CPR Teddy
CPR Teddy: Teddy bear that comes to life and instructs the kids on how to save the day
Tommy: Max’s obnoxious friend; also an avid skateboarder; 11-12 year old boy
Friend 2: Max’s friend who is there at the skatepark; 11-12 year old boy
Friend 3: Max’s friend who is there at the skatepark; 11-12 year old boy

Scene:

[Max and Maddie are walking toward the skatepark. Max is annoyed because his Mom is making him bring his little sister along. Maddie is excited about getting to go.]

Max (to Maddie): I can’t believe you’re bringing that stupid bear.

Maddie: He’s not stupid! He’s my friend!

[The pair arrive at the skate park. The sky is becoming overcast.]

Maddie (to Max): Don’t forget you helmet, Max!

Max (walking away but putting on his helmet he says sarcastically): I know, I know!

[Max walks over to his friends leaving Maddie behind; his friends hear what Maddie had said and start to tease Max.]

Friend 2 (teasing; holding a helmet): Can’t you do anything on your own?

Friend 3 (teasing; wearing a helmet): What . . . is she your Mother?

Max: Yeah, yeah . . . whatever . . .

Maddie (playing with bear): Giggle!

[Camera pans out to show Maddie playing happily with her bear while Max skates off and safely performs a jump; camera pans in again to show Max’s jump and his friend’s response]

Friends 2 & 3: Cool jump, Dude! Awesome!
Tommy (to Friends 2 & 3; tossing his helmet aside): Helmets are for babies . . . . Watch this!!

[Tommy skates off without a helmet and performs a very dangerous jump and crashes; he looks hurt; record the sound of a kid falling down (thud, grunt, etc.)]

[Max and his friends run over to where Tommy is lying on his back with both legs out straight (be sure this is consistent throughout the next few slides)]

Max (still wearing his helmet): Hey! Are you OK?

Friend 2: Dude, he’s not moving!

[Camera pans out to see Maddie holding CPR Teddy and looking scared; CPR Teddy begins to glow and Maddie looks at him in awe]

Maddie (in amazement, not scared of Teddy): Oh!

[Camera cuts back to Teddy as his bowtie begins to glow; CPR Teddy is now alive and transformed to a “super” teddy with boots/gloves/cape; increase Teddy’s size]

Maddie (to Teddy): Tommy’s fallen and he’s not moving!

CPR Teddy (with authority): Tell them not to move him!

Maddie: They never listen to me.

CPR Teddy: They’ll listen to me!

[CPR Teddy runs over and skates off toward the boys on a skateboard performing a fantastic trick along the way; once on the skateboard, Teddy has a helmet, elbow pads, and knee pads; the Friends and Max are standing around frightened and not knowing what to do; CPR Teddy reaches the crowd and stops by stepping on the back of the board; he holds it in his hands confidently.]

Max and Friends (seeing CPR Teddy arrive): What? Huh??

[CPR Teddy takes charge of the situation]

CPR Teddy: Alright guys, listen up. Tommy here took a nasty fall, NOBODY touch him. Since he had no helmet, he could have a head injury. Or he could have a neck or back injury. It is very important that we don’t move him (looking at Max) Go call 911 and come back when you’re done!

Max: How’d you know my name?
CPR Teddy: Go now!!

[Max runs off; the rest of the crowd circles around CPR Teddy and Tommy]

Tommy: Moan!

CPR Teddy (to Tommy): Stay still! Don’t move! Help is on the way.

[Camera focuses on CPR Teddy in his skate gear holding his skateboard]

CPR Teddy (to the camera): If your friends ever take a big fall and are not moving, they could have a head, neck or back injury. Make sure you don’t move them, and have someone quickly call 911 and return to you so you know that an ambulance has been called. If your friend starts to move or make noise, tell them to stay still until the ambulance arrives. Remember: Don’t be scared----be prepared!

[Camera cuts to Max breaking through the crowd; ambulance sirens are heard in the background]

Max (breathless): The ambulance is here!

[Max’s return divert the attention of the crowd away from CPR Teddy; CPR Teddy becomes lifeless again and is laying on the ground behind the crowd; Maddie walks over and picks him up; Max comes over to her]

Max (to Maddie): I guess you’re not so bad to have around after all.

Maddie: Aren’t you forgetting someone?

Max: Yeah, yeah . . . and the bear’s not so bad either . . .